2020 Annual Report

SCHOOL SUMMARY
KM EXPLORE MISSION
The mission of KM Explore is to engage a community of learners through authentic learning experiences by
empowering them to be self-motivated thinkers, creators, and collaborators.
KM EXPLORE VISION
The vision of KM Explore is to customize student learning through an integrated learning framework that
fosters authentic collaboration, engagement, and reflection.
KM Explore is founded on five learning pillars:
● A generative curriculum is the understanding that students, community, and teachers work
together to develop or create “in the moment” learning experiences.
● A multiage learning structure is built around connecting students from various grade levels
spanning K-5, focused on working collectively to create a meaningful learning experience for
students in the classroom and school communities.
● Habits of Mind are a framework for learners to internalize and apply life skills that will make them
more successful innovators, collaborators, problem solvers, and lifelong learners.
● Place-Based Learning is the belief that learning takes place inside and outside of the school walls
and that the community and its members are all part of the anytime/everywhere learning
environment.
● Team teaching involves two or more educators simultaneously encouraging creativity, flexibility,
and learning in the classroom environment. Collaborative teaching helps develop and model
learning behaviors, ideas, and skills.
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DIRECTOR NOTES

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

The work and vision of KM Explore has and will
always rest on the shoulders of an invested
community, innovative teachers and a devoted
governance council. Last Winter, the staff
participated in a re-visioning exercise that brought
teachers and community members together over
two days to re-engage our pedagogy into our school
philosophy. As a staff, we continue to shape KM
Explore into a positive and safe learning
environment for all students to learn and grow, and
we want to maintain
our focus on the
values important to
our families and
community.

2020-2021 Projected Enrollment
Total Students:

136

Total Applicants /
Space Available

40 applied / 30 accepted

Previous Enrollment Data
2018-2019

Total Enrollment: 136
Total Applicants: 58
Total Accepted: 32

Steve Plum
Director, KM Explore

2020-2021 GOVERNANCE COUNCIL MEMBERS
Alyssa Basthemer
Andy Cassini
Becky Cavanaugh
Joe Foy
Christine Kavalauksas
Alyssa Tsagong
The Council meet six times each year including an annual meeting
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PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
●
●
●

●

KM Explore hosted over 100 educators on learning visits this
year through the Institute for Personalized Learning
Lisa Welch received her National Board Renewal
Certification November 2019
Wanda Richardson,Lisa Welch, and Steve Plum participated
in the Aurora Institute last Fall in Palm Springs. Wanda
especially liked the Gondola ride up 8,000 feet!
Barb Shaver, KM Explore teacher, serves as the chair of the
KM Global High School Governance Council

2020-2021 Improvements
Initiatives

2020-2021 Progress

Provide a curricular
model that incorporates
customized learning,
habits of mind, and is
interconnected to
national standards
delivered through
interdisciplinary learning

●

Build an assessment
framework incorporating
a portfolio, summative
and formative
assessments, and

●

●
●
●

●

Continued to expand student understanding and use of personal goal setting,
portfolio-based assessment and/or learning plans
Implemented a focus on physical science, by utilizing the progressions of
standards created by the district science committee
Collaboratively create an understanding around implementing the K-5
Writing continuum into interdisciplinary learning.
Established a shared schedules amongst SWD, reading and support staff
around Reader’s Workshop to set up more inclusive practices in the
classroom
Utilized SeeSaw, a digital portfolio framework, for students, teachers, and
parents across grades K-5 this year. This tool is used as a digital repository
for students to link their work, set goals, write reflections and upload photos
or videos.
Reviewed and revised current parent survey data and frameworks to build a
cohesive progress reporting system K-5 to use in addition to summative
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self-reflection

reporting on Infinite Campus for 2019-2020.

Offer relevant
professional development
to faculty to support the
instructional framework
and charter school
mission

●

Encourage parent
involvement and dynamic
community partnerships,
and continue building a
positive school culture on
campus with students,
staff, and parents

●

●

●
●

●
●

Implemented two design thinking models this year to put into practice a
prototype around literacy and multiage “family” teams
Continued participation in local, statewide and national professional learning
opportunities including the Institute for Personalized Learning, Innovative
Schools Network, Wisconsin Resource Center for Charter Schools,
Personalized Learning Summit,and iNACOL Symposium
Staff members continued to participate in or lead micro-credentials
Engaged in a staff place based learning trip to various Milwaukee locations to
generate ideas for new seminars and studies
Parents helped raise almost $8000 at our annual community dinner this year with all proceeds going back to their student’s learning experiences and field
trips
Hosted fall and winter “Window to the Classroom” opportunities for families
to visit and participate in a guided tour during the school day
Held parent round table conversation around visioning for KM Explore to
engage families in a conversation surrounding the school culture at KM
Explore and to tap into the core beliefs of families and staff members.
Recommendations from this discussion will help inform goals next year.

GENERATIVE AND INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING
With Generative Curriculum being at the heart of our instructional pedagogy, we continue to refine what this
means with our students. We have worked to support learner-generated topics, skills, and content, while infusing
rigorous learning standards and targets. Learning seminars, or studies, continue to be an in-depth,
interdisciplinary delivery model for our students. Take a look at some of the generative and interdisciplinary
studies offered this year:
Interdisciplinary
Studies

Seminar or Study Description

Habitats- Life
science, research,
design thinking,
habits of mind

With so many different habitats in our world, it just made sense to study how different
habitats affect our ecosystem. With direction from the Navigator learners, we started on a
path to studying each habitat and the type of environment it provides for both the flora and
fauna in the area. As the Navigators immersed themselves in this theme, they used
computer science, reading, math and writing to share and learn!

Build Your Own

With all the events that happened in March, our Navigators were at home in a distant
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Business Language
arts, math, reading,
community
awareness,habits of
mind

United We Stand!
Social studies,
research, reading,
community
awareness,habits of
mind

This Rocks!
Science, reading,
writing, social
studies, habits of
mind

learning environment. In order to help facilitate our interdisciplinary pillar, we fostered
the idea of building a business! The kids each came up with an idea for a business they
would like to run and used their skills to write a plan, design a space, create a commercial
and then run their business with family members as customers! Some of our entrepreneurs
also made money with their business.
Pioneer students wanted to learn about the homefront families during WWII, and how they
all "united" during the war. As part of the seminar, students created a family menu for one
week, only using the ration stamps they had available for that week. After they created
those menus, they picked one item to make and created a list of needed materials. The
students chose a recipe that didn't have eggs, milk or butter as those ingredients weren’t
available for them to use that week due to rations. Students then worked together with the
Family and Consumer Education (FACE) teacher and high school students to create these
amazing recipes - simulating what life was really like 75+ years ago!
The Scouts started the year with the “It Rocks!” seminar. The students learned all about
the different types of rocks and how rocks are formed. They got their hands dirty picking
through rock piles to find rocks and then did experiments to identify them. The Scouts
traveled to the Schlitz Audubon Nature Center and the Cave of the Mounds to learn how
rocks have impacted Wisconsin. Finally, each child chose a way to present what they
learned. Projects ranged from everything from rock museums and hand made rock
tumblers, to calcite tests.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND PLACE BASED EXPERIENCES
With a place based learning focus, we work to instill the value of our school and local community within
our students each day. The idea that learning is best activated through a community is a strong thread in
our work at KM Explore. The table below identifies some of the many community connections our students
experienced this year.
KMHS Art Department

The Bug Man

Delafield Fish Hatchery

Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra

Cave of the Mounds

Delafield Public Library

Retzer Nature Center

Golden Lasers

Waukesha Freeman Newspaper

Buzz Cafe
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Capuchin Family Services

Camp Edwards

Bright Ideas Learning Community

Summit Aurora

Kettle Moraine High School

Wales/Genesee Fire Department

Schlitz Audubon Center

2019-2020 NOTABLE NUMBERS
82

$2,000

Boxes of meals for Capuchin Crisis Care

Raised through KM Explore Bake Sale

350
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People who attended the 2020 KM Explore
Family Fiesta

Days that families came for all school gatherings

2019-2020 STUDENT AND PARENT FEEDBACK
Each spring, the Kettle Moraine School District asks parents, employees, and students to take a survey to
gauge their satisfaction with their school and the district. The tables below outline the results of these
surveys, showing percent favorable responses.

Student Survey Data (Grades 4 and 5)

2019

2020

School Climate | Perceptions of the overall social and learning climate of
the school

57%

82%

School Engagement | How attentive and invested students are in school

50%

93%

School Learning Strategies | How well students deliberately use
strategies to manage their own learning process generally

64%

90%

School Safety | Perceptions of student physical and psychological safety
at school

54%

69%

School Teacher-Student Relationship | How strong the social
connections are between teachers and students within and beyond the
school

69%

93%

2019

2020

82%

99%

Parent Survey Data
School Climate | Perceptions of the overall social and learning climate of
the school
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School Fit | School pedagogy and academic and behavioral support fit my
child’s needs

81%

95%

General| Perceptions of overall contentment of school

77%

93%

School Safety| Perceptions of students physical and psychological safety
at school ( percent feeling safe)

98%

98%

Personal Development and Citizenship goal:
By the end of the 20-21 school year, learners will demonstrate progress in becoming a self-directed and
resilient individual as defined by KMSD Graduate profile through artifact collection and student survey
data. Student engagement (Q10-13)data will increase by 5%.
Explore goal
96%
Action
●
●
●

steps focusing on:
Feedback to learners
Learners will seek feedback on growth and progress in Habits/Graduate Profile
Success criteria for self-directed/resilient connected to HOM and ILF

Academic Growth Goal:
Through focused collaboration around the ILF and horizontal teaming within the district, 100% of learners
(F2F & Virtual) will engage in integrated learning opportunities by the end of the first semester as evidenced
by learner artifacts.
●
Theory of action: If our learners and staff engage in rich integrated learning experiences, then we will
see learner growth through multiple measures (TC/Fastbridge/MAP/continua/performance
assessments)
Action steps focusing on:
●
cultural proficiency / #KMWelcome
●
deep understanding of ILF and related practices
●
horizontal team collaboration / CPT structure
●
identifying essential targets
●
EE/ILF self-reflection

People Goal:
Action Steps for 2020-2021
● Teachers will develop proficiency with google classroom to increase feedback in conjunction with
Seesaw.
● The staff will work in collaboration with parents to offer monthly community experiences for
families. The intent of these family events will be to strengthen school culture with families and
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teachers.
Through focused collaboration around the ILF and horizontal teaming, we will increase the value and
relevance of our professional learning and developing trusting relationships. There will be an increase in
favorable responses on the staff survey (Relevant Panorama Survey data Q7- staff value PD) by 5%.
Explore goal
Action
●
●
●
●
●

100%

steps focusing on:
CPT, vertical, horizontal, collaborative team structure (planning)
Focused PD options around elements of the ILF (engagement, instructional strategies)
Coaching team check ins
Cultural proficiency
Compassion resilience
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